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An Evaluation and Comparison of the IRlSystems Infrared Inspection System
and the Raytheon NightSight ProtectlR 40008 Thermal Imaging System
in Detecting Inoperative Brakes on Commercial vehicles in Arkansas.

l.0Introduction

The increase in commercial trucking along interstate highways in conjunction

with the limited number of Highway Police available has led to the need for more

efficient means of enforcing commercial vehicle standards. Currently, commercial

vehicle inspections are performed based on a random selection in combination with the

experience of the inspection officer and fleet maintenance records.

The utilization of new technologies employed in different applications in order to

improve existing processes or techniques is found in several areas of industry.

Specifically, the use of thermal imaging evolving from military use to scanning

commercial vehicles for failed brakes is just one example.

The handicap of the limited number of Highway Police charged with the

inspection of a growing number of commercial vehicles on our highway can be overcome

with the incorporation of thermal imaging into the screening process of commercial

vehicles. This technology has proven to be an efficient screening method for detecting

malfunctioning braking systems on conrmercial vehicles (christiaen 2l).

However, there are several different types of thermal imaging cameras. These

different types of cameras differ in price, resolution, and other characteristics relating to

zoom, focus, and panning abilities.
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2.0 Purpose and Scope

The focus of this study will be to evaluate two different types of thermal imaging

systems and compare the relative effectiveness of each in screening brakes of commercial

vehicles.

2.1. Purpose

The puqpose of this study was to compare the infrared inspection system (IRIS)

manufacture by IRlSystems, Inc. and the Raytheon NightSight ProtectlR 40008 Thermal

Imaging System. Both systems were installed in separate vans and viewed and controlled

from inside the van by an operator.

2.2 Scope

The IRIS was leased for a period of three months beginning in Septemb er 2001

and ending the last day of October 2001. A work program that consisted of every

Tuesday and Wednesday of each week was scheduled with the Highway Police in order

to evaluate the effectiveness of the thermal imaging systems. The IRIS was utilized in

the field for a total of 24 days.

The work schedule allowed for the evaluation of various locations throughout the

state of Arkansas that included the following: Westbound I-40 Mayflower Weigh Strip,

Eastbound I-40 Alma Weigh Station, Dumas-McGhee area, Eastbound and Westbound I-

40 Hope Weigh Stations, Northbound Bridgeport Weigh Station, Eastbound Lonoke

Weigh Strip, I-540 Springdale Weigh Station, and Northbound I-55 Weigh Station.

The Raytheon NightSight ProtectlR 40008 Thermal Imaging System (RNP) was

not operational until mid-September. However, this system was still utilized for 14 of the

24 scheduled work days in a side-by-side comparison with the IRIS.
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3.0 Background

A thermal imaging camera is a detector of infrared energy coupled with a lens that

gives a visual representation of thermal energy emitted by all objects with a temperature

above absolute zero (0 degrees Kelvin). Basically, an infrared camera allows the human

eye to seat heat. Figure one illustrates the relationship between visible light and infrared

light. Thermal imagers translate the energy transmitted in the infrared wavelength into

Figure 1 Ultraviolet to Infrared Spectrum

data that can be processed into visible light. This visible light is then displayed on a

monitor for viewing. All objects above 0 degrees Kelvin emit thermal infrared energy so

thermal imagers can passively see all objects regardless of ambient light. Hotter objects

emit more infrared energy than colder objects and this contrast between objects that differ

in temperature can be viewed on the monitor.

For purposes of this study, the infrared camera was being used to detect failed

brakes on commercial vehicles. Brakes work by brake pads contacting the brake drum in

order to slow down the vehicle. This contact of the brake pad with the brake drum

creates heat due to friction. This heat can be viewed on the infrared monitor. By viewing

the brake drums with the infrared camera, it could be quickly ascertained whether the

brake is functioning properly. Properly functioning brakes produces heat when the

brakes are applied.

The commercial vehicles are being inspected at weigh stations or inspection

stations and the trucks must apply their brakes when entering the inspection stations.

3
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These slower speeds are optimal for a thorough screening of all brakes on a commercial

vehicle.
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4.0 Materials and Methods

The Research Section of the Planning and Research Division of Arkansas State

Highway and Transportation Department (AHTD) conducted this research project in

conjunction with the Arkansas Highway Police Department. An IRISystem from

IRlSystems, Inc. was leased for a period of three months. Another infrared inspection

system was constructed in order to compare the two systems. This second system

consisted of an infrared camera purchased from Raytheon, Inc. The Raytheon camera

was mounted to an AHTD van along with a monitor and VCR installed inside the van.

4.L Materials

This comparison study consisted of two separate infrared camera systems. Figure

2 below illustrated both of these systems. The IRISystem is on the right and the

Figure 2 Picture of IRISystem and Raytheon System

Raytheon system is on the left. The IRISystem was leased for a three-month period from

IRlSystems, Inc. Research personnel constructed the other system. The basic

components of both of these systems consisted of the following: (1) an infrared camera,

(2) a monitor, (3) a VCR, and (4) a vehicle. The IRISystem had several extra features

that will be discussed in the next section. Table 1 below compares the cost of both of the
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systems. The dollar figure in parenthesis for the Raytheon system does not include the

cost of van or the VCR. These two items were not bought on this project. The cost

estimates of these two items (the VCR and van) and are listed here for comparison

Table 1 Cost Comparison

xCost excluding VCR and Van

purposes only. The VCR was borrowed from another project and the van was a

departmental van from the Research Section. This cost comparison disregards the cost of

labor required to assemble the Raytheon system. As illustrated, there is a substantial

difference between the prices of the two systems. However, the IRISystem has more

components than the Raytheon system. For example, the IRISystem had not only an

infrared camera but also a color camera along with a high quality printer and an extra

VCR. The details of each of these systems will be discussed individually in the following

sections.

6

Raytheon System IRISystem

lnfrared Camera $9423.00 N/A

Window Tinting $336.00 N/A

Inverter $198.00 N/A

Monitor $661.00 N/A

VCR $150.00 N/A

Van $30,000 N/A

Total $40,768 ($10,618)* $296,000
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4.l.1IRISystem

First, a general description of the IRISystem will be discussed and then each of

the basic components of the IRISystem will be discussed. The IRISystem consisted of

both a color camera and an infrared camera. Inside the van, two monitors were mounted

side-by-side in order to view both the infrared video and the color video. Both of these

cameras were connected to separate VCR's for recording. There was also a control panel

assembled that served two functions: (1) it allowed for ease of operating both of the

VCR's and (2) it allowed the operator to mark the tape after observing a failed brake in

order to be able to quickly retum to that section of the tape. Figure 3 shown below

illustrates the IRISystem. The infrared ball turret camera mounted on the roof near the

rear of the vehicle can be seen.

Figure 3 Picture of IRISystem

Another important characteristic of the van is the tinted windows. The tinted

windows minimized the glare from sunlight while viewing the monitors. The tinted

windows also helped keep the temperature inside the van from rising during the heat of

the day.
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The layout of the components on the inside of the van was very well planned and

constructed. It allowed for ease of controlling the system will all the necessary controls

at arms reach. Figure 4 below shows the layout of the inside of the van.

Figure 4 Inside Layout of IRIS Van

The picture above shows the control panel on top of the desk that was built to

control the dual VCR's. This control panel also allowed the operator to mark the tape in

order to quickly locate that exact location on the tape for review at a later time. Figure 5

below shows the layout of the dual monitors and dual VCR setup.

Figure 5 Dual Monitors and Dual VCR's

This configuration allowed the operator easy access to all controls. The dual VCR

configuration allows the operator to quickly retum to both a color image and a thermal
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image. These images can then be printed out on the attached printer. Figure 6 shows the

color printer. The black control box on top of the printer controls the image that the

printer will print. The color image or the thermal image can be printed. This printer is an

exceptionally high quality printer that prints developed film quality images.

Figure 6 Color Printer with Camera Selection Device

The next picture shown in figure 7 illustrates the hand control that controls the

motion of the ball turret camera. The hand control consists of several push buttons, scroll

Figure 7 Hand Control for IRISystem

buttons, a camera selection button, and a hat top thumb control to control the movement

of the camera. The operator can control the focus, zoom, contrast, polarity and panning

9
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speed with this hand control. The module is ergonomically designed for comfort and for

extended hours of use. Figure 8 shows the ball turret camera.

Figure E Ball Turret Camera

The ball turret camera can be conveniently stored in the rear of the van. This

protects the camera from theft and the elements of the weather while not in use. During

use the ball turret camera is transferred to a mount on the roof of the van near the rear of

the vehicle. The mount on top of the van is identical to the mount shown here on the

inside floor of the van. Figure 9 below illustrates the camera mounted on the roof of the

van.

Figure 9 Ball Turret Camera Mounted on Roof

10
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The large circular lens near the bottom of the ball turret is part of the infrared

camera. The smaller lens of the color camera is located above the infrared camera lens

The cable attached to the camera can easily be removed to allow the camera to be

dismounted from the roof of the van and stored for travel.

The Raytheon has a similar setup to the IRISystem. The next section will detail

the layout of the Raytheon system.

4.1.2 Ray theon NightSight ProtectlR 40008

The basic components of the Raytheon system consisted of vehicle rooftop

mounted infrared camera, a monitor, and a VCR. This system was mounted on a

Research Section vehicle. Figure 10 below shows a close up of the Raytheon camera.

Figure 10 Raytheon Infrared Camera

This camera is permanently mounted to the roof of the van. The camera is not

removed for storage like the IRISystem. The Raytheon camera rolls down and faces

towards the rear of the vehicle when not in operation.

Figure 11 below shows the IRISystem after final assembly. Another difference

between the two camera systems is the time required for the infrared image to appear on

the monitor. The Raytheon takes a maximum of 60 seconds to produce an image on the
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Figure 11 Raytheon System

monitor. The IRISystem requires a minimum of approximately ten minutes to produce an

infrared image. Another difference between the systems can be seen in the type of hand

control. Figure 12 below shows the Raytheon hand control. This hand control does not

Figure 12 Raytheon Camera Control

have a zoom, a focus, a camera selection button, or a contrast adjustment on it like the

IRISystem hand control. The Raytheon camera system has automatic focus and contrast

built into the camera. This hand control allowed for only one panning speed, whereas,

the IRISystem control was pressure sensitive allowing the panning speed to increase or

decrease based on the amount of pressure applied to the control.
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The next picture shown in Figure 13 shows the assembly of the Raytheon system

on the inside of the van. A small center console was built to house the inverter and the

control box for the camera. The monitor was mounted on top of the console for easy

viewing. The video cable coming from the camera was connected through the attached

VCR for recording the video. This monitor was twice as big as the monitors used in the

IRISystem. The bigger monitor was able to produce a larger viewing image.

Figure 13 Raytheon Assembly

4.2 Methods

The primary method for evaluating and comparing these two systems consisted of

setting up the two systems side by side at a weigh station or an inspection station.

Several of these types of areas are located next to the highways throughout the state of

Arkansas. A number of these locations were tested with respect to suitability for

accommodating the camera systems based on the geographic layout of the site and the

availability of a line of sight that allowed for maximum viewing time of commercial

vehicles that passed by the camera systems. Some of the locations evaluated were to
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small that prevented the camera systems from being far enough away from the flow of

traffic to be highly effective. The optimal situation found during the study allowed for a

distance of approximately 100 yards away from the flow of traffic and at least a 150

degree line of sight measured by panning the camera from the left to the right

horizontally. This optimal positioning allowed the outside brake drums of a passing

vehicle to be viewed at an angle and then the inside brake drums could be viewed as the

vehicle passed directly in front of the camera position. Furthermore, there had to be

enough distance between the camera position and an officer placed down stream in the

traffic flow to be radioed about which vehicles to pull over for inspection. An officer

from inside the van would radio another officer identifying the vehicle to be pulled over

for inspection.

Figure 14 Officers in IRISystem Figure 15 Officer Dovm Stream of Traffic Flow

Figure 14 illustrates officers inside the IRISystem viewing the infrared images

looking for failed braking system. Figure 15 shows an officer down stream in the traffic

flow listening for vehicles over the radio to be identified for inspection. The down

stream officer would either waive vehicle by or would signal the vehicle to pull over for

inspection.

The next section will present results of the comparison study.
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5.0 Presentation of Results

The intended purpose of this study was to evaluate the effectiveness of the

IRISystem and the Raytheon system as it relates to commercial brake screening. The

results presented in this and the following sections were based solely on IRIS Inspections.

These inspections were performed August 1, 2001 through October 3l,2OOl. Results are

broken down into two categories IRIS Inspections and Standard lnspections. IRIS

Inspections were performed every Tuesday and Wednesday of the above mentioned time

period. Table 2 shows an overall summary of data collected.

Table 2 Summary of Data

5.1 Inspection Domains

It is important to note how standard inspections were retrieved. IRIS inspections

were done anywhere from time ranges of 8:45 a.m. to 3:00 p.m. The period of standard

inspections is directly dependent on the period of IRIS inspections. An example of this is

if the IRISystem inspected vehicles from 9:00 am to l2:00 pm on Tuesday and

Number of Inspections
IRIS Inspections
Standard Inspections

426
228
198

Number of Violations
IRIS Violations
Standard Violations

706
460
245

Brake Related Violations
IRIS Inspections
Standard Inspections

254
2tt
43

Driver Related Violations
IRIS Inspections
Standard

135
42
93

Other Violations
IRIS Inspections
Standard

316
207
r09

Overall

15



Wednesday of a particular week, standard inspections were retrieved from 9:00 am to

12:00 pm of that particular week with the exclusion of those two days. Retrieving

standard inspections in this manner allows the comparison of inspections with the IRIS

versus inspections without the IRIS over similar time periods. Figure 16 illustrates the

domain of data collected.

I

S={x€IuI'lInI'=O}
Where I = IRIS Inspections, I' = Standard Inspections, and x = Inspection

Figure 16 Inspection Domain

5.2 Inspections Performed by District

The following districts/visit values included in this study are: District 1:

Hempstead County, AR - I visit, District I (South): Hwy 65, Pine Bluff, AR- 2 visits,

District 2: Mayflower, AR - 3 visits, District 4: Hope, AR - 2 visits, and District 5:

Crittenden County - 2 visits. Figure 17 shows a visual picture of the location of each

district and a breakdown of IRIS and Standard Inspections.
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1:
District 5: Bridgeport Weigh Station
I 15 Standard Inspections
52IRIS Inspections

District 2: MayJlower Weigh Strip
9 Standard Inspections
62IRIS Inspections

District 1: Lonoke Weigh Strip
l3 Standard Inspections
37 IRIS Inspections

District I South: Hwy 65
2 Standard Inspections
22IRIS Inspections

District 4: Hope Weigh Station
59 Standard Inspections
54IRIS Inspections

Figure 17 Inspections By District

5.3 Violations

5.3.1 Description of Violations

Violations were broken down into three categories: Brake Related, Driver

Related, or Other Violations. A violation is considered to be a Brake Related Violation if

any word in the violation description contains "brake", "wheel", "tire", "r.i.m", or "axle".

A couple of examples of a Brake Related Violation are "Brake connections with

leaks/constrictions", "Tire-front tread depth less than 2132 inch", and "WheeVrim cracked

or broken". The letter 'D' in the violation information section of an lnspection Report

t7



denotes a Driver Related Violation. Some examples of Driver Related Violations are

"Driver failing to retain last 7 days logs", "Driver's record of duty not current", and

"I.ocal laws Speeding". A violation is broken down into the category "Other

Violations" if it could not be categoized into the Driver or Brake Related Violation

Category. An example of violations categorized into the Other Violations category is

"Emergency warning devices not as required".

5.3.2 Violations Found

So that the account of violations would be accurate, all inspections were retrieved

from the SafetyNet Database. SafetyNet is a database maintained by Arkansas Highway

Police to keep track of inspection violations in Arkansas. Figure 18 shows a bar chart on

the violations that were found during this study.

lnspection Violations (August-October)

250

200

150

'100

50

EStandard

IIRIS

Brake Related
Violations

Driver Related
Violations

Other Violations

Figure 18 Summary of Violations
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5.4 Inspection Effi ciency

The effectiveness of IRIS Inspections was obtained by taking the number of

trucks resulting in at least one violation and dividing it by the number of inspections

completed. The efficiency rating of each district and an overall efficiency is listed in

Table 3. Inspection efficiency is further discussed in section 6.0 Discussion of Results.

Table 3 IRIS Inspection Efficiency

5.5 Brake Efficiency

The focus of this study was to evaluate and determine the relative effectiveness of

the IRIS and Raytheon van in detecting inoperative brakes. Brake efficiency was

retrieved by taking the number of trucks with at least one violation and dividing it by the

number of inspections performed. The following table shows a breakdown by county of

the efficiency of spotting faulty brakes.

District I 92.3|Vo
(12n3)

62.16%o

(23t31)
District I (South) O.00Vo

(0t2)
72.73Vo
(t6t22)

District 2 lO0.00Vo
(ete)

79.03Vo
(4et62)

District 4 45.16Vo
(27tsg)

63.64Vo
(3slss)

District 5 80.00Vo
(e2nts)

86.54Vo
(4sts2)

Overall 7O.7lVo
(140/198)

73.68Vo
(t68t228)

Standard IRIS
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District I 15.38Vo 45.95Vo

District 1(South) O.00Vo 59.09Vo

District 2 22.22Vo 6l.29Vo

District 4 10.l7Vo 50.9lVo

District 5 20.877o 75.jOVo

Overall 17.l1Vo 59.ZlVo

IRIS

Table 4 Brake Inspection Effrciency

20
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6.0 Discussion of Results

The data presented in this paper helps understand the inspection efficiency of both

Standard and IRIS Inspections. There are several factors that possibly could have

influenced the efficiency of inspections performed with IRIS. These factors include the

discrepancies between individual operators, the efficiency related to Brake Related

Violations, and the number of violations with and without IRIS.

Due to the set-up and organization of the operation, there was a new IRIS

operator performing inspections each week. This meant that the operator had to

familiarize himself/herself with how the IRIS operated. If operators were given more

time to train and leam the idiosyncrancies of the infrared system, there would be a

dramatic difference in the efficiency over time. Each operator would learn his or her own

method of identifying inoperative brakes.

The efficiency as it relates to Brake Related Violations shows us that IRIS based

inspections are more efficient at spotting cold brakes. Since the sample sizes in some

cases are not comparable, comparisons of Standard Efficiency to IRIS Efficiency should

be avoided. They should be looked at individually. Referring back to Table 3 on page

19, the change in brake efficiency as it relates to a specific district is not substantial when

taking into account the sample size.

A crucial part of this data is the number of IRIS violations and the number of

Standard violations. Table 2 on page 15 shows that the number of violations with IRIS is

considerable larger than those performed without IRIS. Standard Inspections are more

than likely carried out based upon either the appearance of the truck or the behavior of

the driver. This is evident due to the fact that there are more driver and other violations

2t



than brake violations. This data shows that the IRIS method is superior to the current

method of screening trucks.

Although Standard Inspections are netting violations (supra page 19), Standard

Inspections do not get the trucks in the worse condition off the road as the IRIS does.

The Arkansas Highway Police can definitely improve there screening procedures by

incorporating the IRISystem into inspection operations.

I
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7.0 Conclusions

Standard inspection procedures accomplish the goal of removing unsafe

commercial vehicles from the public highway system. However, this study has shown

that this goal can be accomplished more efficiently and remove more of the unsafe

commercial vehicles from the public highway system. The cumulative effect of being

able to screen more commercial vehicles with this new infrared scanning technology as

compared to the standard inspection procedures will cause an increase in the safety of

commercial vehicles for two reasons: (1) the deterrence effect of carrier operators

knowing that their vehicles can be scanned for failed brakes will cause these operators to

make sure there brakes are working, and (2) the chances of not being inspected will be

dramatically reduced through the utilization of this technology. Furthernore, this study

has proven that the utilization of this technology will allow the limited personnel of the

AHP to effectively screen the increasing population of commercial vehicle traffic in the

future.
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8.0 Recommendations

From the results of this study, the following recofirmendations have been reached.

The use of infrared technology as a screening tool for the AHP in their inspection duties

is essential. The IRISystem has proven to be an effective system and a recommendation

for purchase of this system is recognized for the following reasons: (1) the IRISystem is

designed and tailored for law enforcement agencies, and (2) the extra capabilities such as

the color printer, color camera, and dual VCR setup facilitates evidentiary needs of law

enforcement agencies.

As for the Raytheon system used for detecting failed brakes, this system proved to

be useful in spotting failed brakes. However, it is not recommended that anymore of

these systems be purchased without further study. The Raytheon system simply did not

compare to the IRISystem with regard to the following aspects: (1) the setup did not have

a comfortable workstation for extended hours of use by AHP personnel, and (2) the

system was not designed to meet the evidentiary needs of the AHP. However, this

system, because of its effectiveness in spotting bad brakes, may be a low cost alternative

to for screening commercial vehicles at selected weigh stations by permanently mounting

this camera at a weigh station. A conclusive statement about the use of this camera in

this type of application cannot be made without further study.
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10.1 Scripts of News Articles

10.1.1 Texarkana Gazette

Stopping a problem

System takes guesswork out of determining which trucks have faulty brakes

By ANTHONY DAVIS of the Gazette Staff

Between 6,000 and 8,000 trucks pass the Guernsey Weigh Station between Texarkana
and Hope on lnterstate 30 each day.

Determining which ones could brake safely is usually hit-and-miss for the Arkansas
Highway Police charged with enforcing local, state and federal motor carrier regulations
and laws.

On Tuesday, the odds favored the AHP as tractor-trailer and commercial rigs
unknowingly drove past an infrared, heat-sensitive camera that identifies "cold brakes."

"Braking is the major problem we are having with commercial vehicles as far as

accidents and problem areas. This is one thing that's going to help us to catch the
violators," District 4 AHP Commander Gary East said. "But we don't just wait for a
violator to come up. We pull in a certain number a day just to check them. Depending on
the day of the week, we normally have two to three officers on each side, but I have some
other officers here to help out because of the IRIS (Infrared Imaging System) van."

Manning the van, parked near the weigh station, are two representatives of the Arkansas
Highway Department and a highway police officer. Unlike the Texas Department of
Public Safety, which has an enforcement arm called the License and Weight Service,
Arkansas has the AHP administratively assigned to the highway department.

Chris Corbitt, a civil engineer with AHD, is assisting police with the IRIS program on a
trial basis to evaluate its effectiveness in the field. The imaging system identifies the
presence of heat in the passing truck's brake pads and drums. It is 98 percent accurate in
detecting faulty brakes, Corbitt said. False readings of cold brakes are sometimes
attributable to trucks that have been driven for only a short distance or have been parked
and cooled down naturally.

The nearly $300,000 imaging system is being leased for three months, which is about to
come to an end. It has been used all over the state to positive reviews from officers.

"This is a joint effort between our research department and the highway police," Corbitt
said. "We heard about it after a four-state study involving Kentucky, Tennessee, North
Carolina and Virginia. It's absolutely effective. Previously the way to do this was to
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randomly inspect when the officer had a gut feeling about the truck. This tool allows us
to pull out trucks that they know are unsafe because of the infrared imaging."

Trucks that register concern for the highway police are pulled over into the lot for a
thorough inspection.

"They are considered out-of-service until the problem is corrected," East said. "That's the
biggest problem with the trucking industry is the bad brakes, and we are just looking for
new technology that will help us spot the violator."

The tip-off to trouble provided by IRIS sometimes leads to additional violations. East
produced one report on an inspection that resulted not only in identifying which specific
brake systems were not functioning, but also resulted in stop-lamp violations, leaking
brake connections and no brake warning device.

The department's time with IRIS is about to expire, but District 4 Highway Police officers
give this system high marks.

)
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10.1.2 Arkansas Democrat Gazette
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RETURN to Arkansas Scction / Ihursdav. Seutembcr 27. 2001

Heat sensor used to spot bad brakm
NOELE.OMAN
ARIGNSAS DE|T|OCRAT€AZETIE

LONOKE - Apache
helicopters helped make the
world safe during the
Persian Gulf War.

A decade later, a kcy
piece of the attack
helicopter's cquipment is
making U.S. roads safer by
identifi ing potentially
dangerous trucks.

During the war the
forward-looking infrared

Rnnt Pate
Natjon-Worltl

system was moutrted on the Arkansas Democrat-GazettelsTEvE
chin of one of the world's KEESEE
most advanced machines of
war. lrftngas Highway Police Cpl. Ross

Now it,s mounted atoD a H. uason sits in a van equipped
nonJ"roipi*t it"-;;:-' - with. an lnfrared system to ch'eck

Then the systern served as truck brakes at an inspection station
the helicoptei pilot's eyes west of Lonoke on Wednesday.
for potcntial bittlc tariets. When the system's camera fo6uses
using heat to disringu[h on good brakes, a bright glow
objects. app€ars on the screen on the left.

Now it acts as the eves
for lau,enforcement oificers intent o_n spotting defective brakes on big
trucks - thc most common safety violation in-trucking and a factor m6st
:"^TllILtf-May 3l bus crash ttrat left three UounfiinUurg srudents--
oead and elght others injured.

Officers beiiev-c the equipment is every bit as good on thc road as it
was on the battrefield. That's especially evident when officers recall how
they found defective brakrcs until nowiinspe"ting ranAody,.i."t O--trucks. .

. "That's hit or miss," said Cpl. Ross Baston, a field haining offrcer for
[e AgkansS Hphway police, an anm of the state Highway and'I ransportation Department. ,,Now every truck we puII over, we know
there's something wrong."
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insrrcl:rl
Srrviccs

The highway police demonshated the device Weclnesday morning at
an_inspection station on Interstate 40 just west of Lonoke.

It's part of a three-month test of a system valued at $30O,OOO, gO
percent of which the federal governmcnt would cover.

A long line of trucks slowed down and entered the statiou. The vast
majority exited-without stopping for a complete inspection as their
oraKcs passed thc test.

But in the first couple of hours, Baston said the infrared system spotted
more them a dozen trucks wi'h potentiany defective braker. i duy eirli".
the system spotted 22 in two hours.

-When 
the infrared system detected such brakes, Baston and other

ottrcers ln-the van parked near thc inspection station entrance ramp
rad..i-99d officers up thc line to pull the-trucks over.

"We're not wasting our time or the driver,s time,,' Baston said. ,'It's 
a

more effective use of time ."

.. 4, tl,: trucks rolled by the ball-mounted camer4 an infrared image of
the.truck.appearcd on one of two monitors in the van. Chris Corbittla
civil engineer.wittr the Highway Department, worked a hand_held device
much llke a video-game controller to zoom in close to the truck or adjust
the conlrast of the image on thc 

'screen.

A white glow on the inside of each wheel meant the brakes were
yorkiSS. Workilq bralces generate fiiction, friction generates heat, and
heat shows up white on infrarcd images. If the brakes weren,t operating
properly, the wheel area would be black, or cold.

Corbitt and the officers trained in using the device don't stop every
truck with cold brake's. Some have brakel that barely register, whictican
be an indication the truck has just begun its joumey-or ii doesn t have a
load.

But when one or two cold brakes show up on a semi with several hot
ones,^officers know to pull over the truck for a closer inspection.

-_ ,4, 
fuU inspection takes one ofticer 45 minutes to an ho:ur to complete.

With a team of nine officers, 4O randorily selected trucks could be
inspected in a four-hour period.

And while it is uncertain whether every truck inspected will have
defective brakes, it is certain that defective brakes are the most corumon
defect on big-rigs, according to govemment figurcs.

.!Tt y:ar, highway police performed 7,761 
-"I-evel 

One. inspections, in
which officers crawl undemeath trucks and commercial busesio check
the brakes. They took 1,47 4, or 19 percent, of those trucks off the road
until brake repairs wcre made.

_ .)-{q!q"utty, 873,000 "Level One" inspections were perfomred aad
242,1 82 trucks, or-27 percent, wero taken off the road until brake repairs
weremade, according to thc Federal Motor Canier Safety
Administration.

, -Bu9 !r$". are something investigators are studying closely in the
Mountainburg crash. The tractor-trailcr rig that hiithe-school bus had
mechanical problems on aU lO of its brak;, said David Rayburn, a
National.Transportation Safety Board investigator. Seven oi the brakes,
he added, had violations serious enough to have ttre truck taken off the
road.

Truckers welcome the infrared system.

- 'It's a good service," said lerry Wright of West Memphis, who had just
finished - "believe it or not," he addea -- Uauling a load- ofbrake shoci
flom Wesl Memphis to Liltle Rock, when thc iniraled device detected a
defcctivc brake on his rig. "They found an air leak l.didn,t know about.

"Something else could've happened and it could,ve been Uecause of
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faulty brakes, God forbid. I looiiat it as they helped me and maybe even
saved someone's lifc."

This article was published on Thursday, September 27,2001

dmlnusu ! gr&lteu&f

BETURN. to ArterllcrgesEo_E

@ 2001, Alkansas Democrat-Gazette, Inc. All dghts reserve&
written permission of Arkansas

may notbg reprinGd without the cxPress
Democrat-Gazstte, Inc.
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10.1.3 Donrey News
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Highway Police Using Infrared System To Check
Brakes

By Tlm Taylor

Donrey Llttle Rock Bureau

LONOKE -- The Arkansas Highway Poltce are looktng at I.R.I.S. (Infra Red
Inspection System) as a way to ieduc€ the number of commerclal
vehicles wlth faulty brakes on the state's hlghways.

A recent example of the danger of flawed brakes was the May 3l colliston
of a trador-traller rig wlth a school bus ln Mountainburg that resulted h
the death of three students. The accldent occurred after the truck went
through a stop slgn and smashed into to the rear ofthe bus; an
lnvestlgation revealed that defectve brakes on the truck caused the
cra sh.

"Had that vehlcle been screened (by I.R.I.S.), Judghg ftom the results
we've seen so far, the system would have more than ltkely plcked up the
faulty brakes," said Hlghway Police Chlef Ronnie Burks, who sald brake
problems are the leadlng source of violatlons among €ommerclal trucks ln
the state.

The Hlghway Pollce ls leasing I.R.I.S. from th€ Canadlan ftrm that
developed the systcm, also used by the U.S. Army tn lts Apache
hellcopters. A vldeo camera mounted atop a van at an inspecton site
shoots lnlrared lmages of each truck as !t rolls past, relaylng the footage
to a rnonltor within the van. InspectoB vlew the lmages as each truck
pass€s, looklng forthe presence ofheat tn the truck's brake drums. Heat
from the drurns lndicates that the brakes are functioning corr€ctly; an
lnconsistency or darkness ln the color of the drums alerts the lnspector to
a posslble malfunctlon and leads to a manual brake Inspection.

I.R,I.S. has becn leased fior three months as part of a research project
belng conducted by the pollce and the Arkansas Hlghway and
Transpoftation Department, accordlng to AHTD,S Chrls Corbitt, prlnclpal
lnvestlgator on the project. In a three-hour perlod, pollce lnspectors
monltored some 400 trucks at an Interstate 540 welgh 6ta$on Tuesday,
sald Corbitt. Twenty-two undervrent manual inspecuons, he said, with
almost a dozen put Out of servlce because of brake problems.

Burks reasons that a system llke I.R.I.S., which costs g300,000, would
beneflt the trucklng industry as well as the polke by ellminaung the need .

for indiscrlmlnate brcke lnspectlons. tlt'i 9oln9 to take the randomness
out of lt and allow us to be able to target the ones with bad brakes,, he
said.

The resuhs of the rcsearch project, which wlll conclude ln October, will
determhe wh€ther the Highway Pollce would purchase an LR.I.S., said
Burks.

I e I < hcndl^ac h.r rlE.d\, trlra^ 
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l'4emphls, Hope and Fort smtth; Highway pollce lnspectors wlll conduct
an lnspectlon ln Sprhgdale Oct. 1G17.
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New Tool To Catch Bad Brakes

New Tool To Catch Bad Brakes
Stqry by Mike Hellgcn

*Se*4-TaEs1e

-

Postco sl28rc1 53st39 PM

Central Arkansas, where lnterstates 30 and 40
connect, is a Mecca for truck tratfic. Many ol the big
rigs weigh more than 8O,OOO pounds, ani one ol thi
biggest dangers to you: bad brakes.

But lhere's new technology that spots them more
quickly and effectively thin Ever before. lt,s called ,lris,.
The trucks that travel the roads give otf heat trom
friction when they brake. The iris infrared camera can
spot that.

ln justlwo days at one weigh slation, they,ve already
caught more than 30 bad big r[gs.

As trucks parade through a weigh slatlon near Lonoke,
they're being watched-by a heat-sensing cam6ra.
When the camera doesni detect brake lieat lrom
friction, highway police Corporal Ross Batson calls for
an inspection.

Batson says'you don't catch them all. you can't catch
lhern all." But he's doing well. ,,Eight pulled over so lar;
we've been doing it for a two houi period."

Highway police took Maron Jernigan,s truck out of
seruice. "l thought things were working because I had a
neaw load on--sweet ootatoes out ol Mississipoi.
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Thati what l'm naurint.; " r r l

Batson tells KARK News 4 "besides driver error, brake
problems in a truck are one of the leading lactors in a
wreck,n

Right now, there is only one lris truck in Arkansas. The
cost $300,000. But if the experiment pays olf, it could
be one of your best safety tools when one of these
80,000 pound behemoths is bearing down behind you.

Highway police oflicers say the infrared lris camera has
an accuracy rate of between 98 and 100 percent.

Thls slte ls b€st vlMd wlth scllen ,osdutm at 8oo x 5oo Gano lntemot Esorer 5,

All ffitent O Cogyriglt 2000, 2ml. KARK.fl tjtls Fool( A*.lls.
AllRlghts Fte$rEd.

Conlact lho Webmastsr I T6ms ot Sani6 I Pdncy Sttomnt
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1 0.2 Raytheon Camera Specifications

NIGHTSIGHT 4OOOB TAKES YOU

BEYOND THE LIMITATIONS
OF YOUR EYE SIGHT:
The NightSight ProtectlR 40008 is the next

Thermal lmaging Solution offered by Raytheon for

the law enforcement. security and surveillance

makets. As the successor to Raytheon's Series

200. the 40008 combines an infrared video

carnera with a pan and tilt positioning platform.

The camera and positioning platform are operated

via a cabled icystick controller, allowing the

operator to point the camera as needed. The

infrared video image is displayed on any TV

monitor that may be supplied by Raytheon or its

customerc, with pan position feedback displayed

in the video signal. The system is internally and

externally designed to withstand the rigors of

mobile and land-based outdoor environments. The

base unit architecture is designed to allow future

optional feature upgrades such as video recording

capability and programmed scans.

Spsltlcatbns ond d€ggn sublsl to changF

fihflr ndlc€.

ProtectlR 40OOB Camera

il;
@rnreSEE THE UNSEEN

PRODUCT SPECIFICATIONS
N IGHTSIGHT PROTECTIRPnotectIR q0008 fhermal lmaging Solutions

RAYTHEON COMMERCIAL INFRARED
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OPTIGS:
Optics

Depth of Field
Field of View

t!1.0
7.6 meters to infinity (25 ft. to infinity)
12" x 9"

VIDEO:
ContrasUBrightness Control
lnfrared Polarity
Video Output

Automatic
White-Hot
NTSC

PHYAIGAL:

Pan.jTllt Camera Dimensions W-280mnr. H-290mm. D-282mm
(w-11'. H -11.4'. D-'11.'1')

4.5 kg (10 lbs)PaniTllt Camera Weight

PERFORMANGE:

Cold Start to lR video image
Detector Range
lmage Resolution
Operating Voltage
Pan Function
Tilt Function

Operating lntefaces (from Joystick)
Pan Position Feedback
Operating Temperature

60 seconds {typical)
Detects a person up to 450 meters (1500 ft.)
160 X 120 pixels
9.5 to 16 Vdc (12 Vdc nominal)
Joystick controlled 360" continuous
Joystick controlled, -20'l+ 1 80" from horizontal

ONiOFF, PanlTilt Control
Graphic lndication on Monitor
-40" to 55" C (40" to 131" F)

OPTIONAL EQUIPtf,E}{T:
Roof Bar Assembly
Dimensions HS2.5mm. D-228mm, (H-3.2s", D-9"

W-adjustable to vehicle)

s kg. (11 lbs.)Weight

SEE THE I.IN5EEI]

CALL US TODAY AT:
1.8O0-99O.3275 (U.S.) 3O3.308.7101 ( lnt.)
or visit our web sitc at: m.raytheoninfrared.com
...NEhlstghl and lie ltrfr€red branding nrark are trademarks of Ra),th€o. lso 9001

Baythron

@rmro'
1r.1'

1 1.,1'

il

PRODUCT SPEC!FICATlONS
N I GH TS I GH T PROTECTI RProtectIR '10008

RAYTHEON COMMERCIAL INFRARED
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10.3 IRISystem Camera Specifications

HIGH PERFORMANCE COMPACT LAW ENFORCEMENT FLIR

FilR's new l.rltro 7500 m@E rhe multi.

role missiff reqoirmerts oi todoy's
bGy low enforcemst orgon;zoti6, lhe
lighlweight, duol :ensing gimbol with
ioser illuminqtor oplion i9 qegigrec lo
provide 2i hour o cjoy, hiqher oll!!!d€,
iong-rongo teorch ond 5ur€illonce
frm olrborre piotiorm!. Th3 uitimo?e

force multiplier, Uhrq 7500 improvos
iow storcenrg{t oir lo ground

teohwork ond ollows oviotis unitt to

cove. lorge potrol sdors by reducing
respon* time,.

MUTTI-SENSING = /"tUl-Tl-TASKING

The Ultrc 7500 et! the slondord in

o:rborre imoging. lts triple pcylood

cqpobillty toorures o 32O x 240 pixel
lnSb lR imoger ond low-lighl TV

comero. The optionol Closs lllb long-
ronge loser illuminotor aor pinpoiFl

ond illuminore c 5po(ific lorget,
creding befrer o:r-to-gr@nC unil
c@perdion ond exlending the ronge

of nighl vision equipmen!.

COMPACI LIGHT AND S]ABIE
The Ultrc 7500 is the most compod

ond lightweighr oirborre imoger on rhe

mork6t, A? ius 9 ;nches ord woighing

opproxihctely 26 pounds, the fully
seoled gimbol i! doligned lo minimize

drog ond provide more grouod

cleoronce. Ihe syslem-s <mpocl 5ize

tronslole5 into increoed oircroft u*ful
loods ond f@l soving: ior long€r llight
times ond reduced operoli@ol cois.
Advonced $obilizorion proiuces cleor,

cjetoiled imoges.

ENHANCED OFTI€AT PERFORMANCE

Ilc re* low-ligm TV <omero *ith l8X
opticol zw delirers @tsonding

dcyiigttr imogEry oni greotiy er*roces
ogercliqs during lhe ciurk onC Cowr

h@r.. Thc lR oplic foolure o cstiru@t
zom, ollowinE rhe operolor to
@stmizs th6 Fiol<! Ol view (FOV) os

th€ locticol siluolie roquir$. Z@m ln or
qn wirh@l icing riglrt ol tho tor€Bt, Ihe
lR ond 'IV oro fo: ssu.es tho? *E
d;spioyed imoge is olwoys cleor.

EASY OPERATION

Ihe Uiiro 75O0's *ote-ot-the-or?
Autdrocker ffhon@s operabns by

lrocking lorg€t oelmoti<olly. Tho

systeo k@p! dosignoted torgpti or
Keres wittlii the FOV witho thc mod
{or <oBtom operoro. input. redxing

inrprovirrg o*roll nissio perforno4cc.

New o-scrs qrophics u*
recognizoble icos which ircreoe the

operctor'5 iitudiqoi oworerest ond
prmole betrer ond more ropid in'flight

decirio mokine. The hond cdrolier
{eoturGs color-coding ond bockligttring.
The systeor'5 dir<l otcolr fuffiidolhy
oiiminoles lhe reed lo oorcn lhrough

ren* for ot@ized operotion,

BACKED DY THE FIIR NAME

Fl.lR is the world's leoding *pplier of
ocjvoned in{rcred imoging syslems for

militor, go€rm$t oni iow

sforcmetr oppl;corios. FLIR's globcl
ret*or< ol gvice oac lroining csers
ossures cusMers fhg experiffie,
resoret ond cmmilmst rh6y d@onc.

AIRBORNE SYSTEMS
www.f lir,conVuTS

APPII(AIION'
. Low Enforcement

. EMS

. Seorch & Rescue

. Environmentol

Monitoring

H
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SYSTEM SPECIFICATIONS
Turret Size 9.0" dio. x I3.5 h i22.9 x 34.3 cml

T!rret Weight 26 lbs. (l 1.8 ksi
Fielcl of Regord 360 continuous in nzimulh encl Elevcrtiorl

Sle.", Rcrte: 0 to 50' both exes

src bili:crion Fiber opti( gyro stobili:otion

Sensor 320 x 240 lnSb FPA 3-5ltnr

Fields of Vieu 22' - 2.2'horizontol, l0rl conlinuous zoom

Cqlibrolion lnternol Nonuniformity Correction iNUCi

DAYI.IGHT IMAGER
Pixel Arrongement 8l lH x 6O8v iNTSC)

795H x 596v iPAL)

Resolution 450 Television Lirres

Telescope 1 8r I conlinuou: :oom, 4X electronic :oonl
Fields of Vien 0.7- Ie-:oorn: lo 47- hori:ontol continuous ;ootrl

CCD Sensitivity 0.2 lux @ lll.4 w/out fiher,3lux @ f11.4 wr'filrer

ELECTRONIC CONTROI. UNIT
Si:e 9.85" x 5.50" x 8.00" l2a.2l x '10 x 20.32 ml

9.',] tbs r3
Power I to

Mox Current Requirements onrp:

Communicotion: Rs 232!122
Video Outpur Four

OPTIONS

ARINC interfoce, RS-232 seriol GPS interfoce, Roclor inter{oce, SLASS interfoce, loser poinler or loser

illuminqtor ond lR & CCD opficol exlenders,

COPPORATE HEADQUARTERS
FLIR Sy:rems, lnc,
I 6505 SW 72nd Ave.
Portlond, OR 9722,{, USA
PH: +r 503.684.323t
Pl{, +r 800.322.373t
FX, +l 503.684.3207

INTEPNATIONAL
FLIR Sy3lemr Ltd
2 Klngs Hlll Ave.qe
Klngs Hill
Wesr /tolllng, Kent MEI9 4A(
Unlred Klngdom
PH, +44.1732.22001 1

FXt +44.1732.22001A

BOSION
FUR Systems Borton, lnc.
I 6 Erqulre Rood
North Billerlco. MA 01862
USA
PH! +r 928.90r.8000
PH, +1 SOO.GO.INFPA
FX: +r 978.90t.8885

CANADA
FLIR Syirens Ltd.
5230 South Servlce Rood
Sulre I 25
Burllngton, ON t7L 5K2 ]

Cqnodo 
I

PH, +r 800.61 3.0507 i

PHr +l 90s.637.s696 I

FX, +l 905.639.5488 |

ISWEDEN 
I

FLIR Syrremr AB 
I

Rlnkebyvogen I 9 I

P.O. Bor 3 I

SE-182 l1 Donderyd I

Sweden I

PHr +46.8.753.2500 I

FXr +16.8-753-2361 I

I

MIDD[E EAST I

Ftlt Syileds lnc. I

lAlddlc Eost Offlca I

UB 0ulldlns I

Sulte I OB I

P-O. Box 35021 I

Dubol I

Unltcd Arob Emlrotc! I

P* +971.4"2922339 I

txt +971.4.2922527 |

06.9^
[176.0nn]

@9.O"

14228 6mn1

TGffi

AIRBORNE SYSTEMS
lruyc'v.flfrr.com/u75

; ftll 5ylteHs. lrr. lperrli$trcns ore:uIle(i t0 (h{lqr

@
clP SYSIE{S. tNC.
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